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Introduction
In my doctoral research on the social
action of the local church, I examined
congregations that were running welfare
programmes of benefit to their local
communities. The churches I studied ran
activities such as playgroups, day centres
for elderly people and after-school clubs.
Much of the unpaid work force of these
programmes was provided by church
members, but there were also volunteers
from the wider community who were not
church members. Conceptually, I put the
two groups together. During fieldwork I
asked a church member why she
volunteered for the programme. Taking

offence at my question, she replied:
I am not a volunteer, I’m a member.

This exchange led me to ask: are
members volunteers? Can the extensive
literature on volunteers be applied to
members? Are the two sorts of activists
essentially the same, or are there
differences that have a significant impact
on the way these groups are deployed in
voluntary organisations? The purpose of
this paper is to explore the conceptual
differences between members and
volunteers. Some implications of these
distinctions for organising unpaid work are
suggested.

This article aims to provoke further thought about the nature of
volunteering by comparing volunteers with members. Drawing upon
two studies of local churches, it identifies six distinctions between
members and volunteers. Theoretical ideas from the work of David
Billis are used to explain those distinctions. Finally, the article argues
that these theoretical distinctions have implications for practice.
Unpaid work can be organised more effectively if the different
relationships between worker and organisation are acknowledged.

Are members volunteers? An
exploration of the concept of
membership drawing upon
studies of the local church
Helen Cameron, External Tutor, Westminster College, Oxford



The field of voluntary sector
management is rich in literature on
volunteers and there is much interest in
the effective deployment of these
unpaid workers (Cnaan, Handy et al,
1996; Gaskin and Davis Smith, 1995).
More recently, there has been a
growing interest in associations and
their members (Klausen, 1995; Smith,
1997) and, in addition, in the local
church as a special form of membership
organisation (Harris, 1996; Wineburg,
1994). The debate on civil society
recognises the importance of unpaid
work in creating bonds of trust between
members of society in a way that
supports family life, democracy and
business (Fukayama, 1995; Greeley,
1997). 

Given this recognition of the importance
of unpaid work to society, it seems
worth exploring the concepts that
underpin our understanding of unpaid
work. This paper starts by identifying
some themes from the literatures on
volunteers and members. It then
describes and draws data from two
studies of the unpaid work of church
members. Six differences between
members and volunteers are identified
from these studies. These differences
are discussed using theoretical ideas
from Billis (1993). Finally, the
conclusions draw out some implications
of the discussion for organisations
working with members and volunteers
and the way in which they manage
unpaid work.

Themes from the literature
In the US literature, the term ‘volunteer’
is used in an all-embracing way to
describe unpaid work. Thus

membership organisations are
described as volunteer-led
organisations (Perkins and Poole, 1996;
Smith and Shen, 1996), and in some
articles members and volunteers are
explicitly considered together (Smith,
1994). In the UK, there is an implication
in the literature on volunteering that the
volunteer is working for a formal
organisation and for the benefit of a
third party. The definition used in the
survey research into UK volunteers is: 

An activity which involves spending
time, unpaid, doing something which
aims to benefit someone, other than or
in addition to close relatives, or to
benefit the environment.
(Lynn and Davis Smith, 1991).

This paper offers no initial definitions of
the terms ‘volunteer’ and ‘member’, but
hopes to develop distinctions between
the two terms through the discussion of
empirical data.

The literature on volunteering seems to
take a psychological approach more
often than a sociological one (Pearce,
1993). Issues such as the motivation of
volunteers (Clary, Snyder et al, 1996;
Smith, 1994) and their recruitment are
central concerns (Broadbridge and
Horne, 1990; Russell and Scott, 1996).
There are also authors concerned about
how organisations can best manage
volunteers (Davis Smith, 1996; Hedley,
1992; Pressland, 1990; Russell and
Scott, 1996). A broad characterisation
of this literature might be to say that it is
interested in the balance between
empowerment and control in dealing
with volunteers. Organisations want
enthusiastic volunteers, but they want
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their energies channelled to serve the
organisation’s purposes. This is a
dilemma also dealt with by management
writers looking at the deployment of
paid staff (Huczynski and Buchanan,
1991; Johnson and Scholes, 1998).

Writing about members is closely
integrated into the literature on
associations in general, and it is
probably misleading to talk of a
literature on membership in the same
way as there is a literature on
volunteering. That said, there is a
theme in the association literature that
examines the benefits of membership,
seeing the relationship between the
member and association as one of
exchange in which the members gain
benefits in exchange for their
contribution (Knoke, 1998; Lansley,
1996). Perrow (1970) has suggested
that members make four types of
contribution to associations: their
names, which can be used in lobbying;
their subscriptions, which are used to
fund the association; their time, to
undertake the work of the association;
and their personality or presence, to
influence the governance of the
association. This last point is picked up
by writers who emphasise that a
characteristic of members is their role in
the governance of associations,
whether through participative
democracy or by electing
representatives to act on their behalf
(Knoke, 1981; Lansley, 1996).

A further theme is the different levels of
participation that members invest in
associations (Dhooghe, 1968; Oropesa,
1995). These authors make it clear that
being a member does not necessarily

involve unpaid work, and that in most
associations there are some members
who do much more work than others.

From this brief summary of the
literature, some differences between
members and volunteers have started
to emerge. For the purposes of this
paper, the most significant is that
engaging in unpaid work is seen as the
essence of volunteering, whereas it is
an optional element within membership.

Data drawn from two studies
I now want to present data from two
studies of local churches in England
(Cameron, 1998; Harris, 1996). Both
were interested in the organisational
features of the local church and both
identified differences between members
and volunteers. This part of the paper
presents that data and the following
section discusses how it might be
interpreted.

Harris (1996) undertook case studies of
three congregations:

The main research tool was semi-
structured interviews. This data was
supplemented with information obtained
through attending religious services,
committee meetings and social events
and from the study of internal docu-
ments such as magazines and reports.
The three congregations were chosen
such that they differed with respect to a
range of factors including: religion, geo-
graphical location, history, number of
clergy, number of lay paid staff, number
of members, ethnicity of members and
financial position. 
(pages 3-4)
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In my own doctoral research, I
undertook case studies of five
congregations using semi-structured
interviews, observations, informal
interviews and documentary analysis.
My case study congregations were
located in an inner urban and an outer
suburban area of a large English city.
Four different Christian denominations
were represented and the congregations
varied in size and ethnic composition.

English local churches seem to have
distinctive features as membership
organisations. They rarely have any full-
time paid staff beyond their clergy, and
so they rely upon the unpaid work of
members for their survival. Members
vary in how much time they contribute
to the work of the church, but those who
have ‘officer’ roles such as secretary
and treasurer often have to make open-
ended and substantial commitments of
their time. Those churches that have
social action programmes usually
involve volunteers from the locality to
help with the programme. This means
that in both studies it was possible to
see members and volunteers working
alongside each other, and so investigate
the possible differences between them.
By definition, the members described
are active rather than passive,
belonging to the group actively engaged
in the work of the congregation
(Dhooghe, 1968).

Harris (1996) concludes that:

It is appropriate to make a distinction
between volunteering in the context of a
service-delivering organisation and
volunteering in the context of
membership associations.
(page 23)

She identified three distinctions in her
study. First, that members are more
committed to organisational values than
volunteers are, and that this can lead
some members to over-commit
themselves and suffer from burnout.
There seems to be the feeling among
some activist members that sustaining
the organisation is their responsibility
and that essential activities would falter
without their involvement:

I don’t think I can take on anything more
. . . I would like to find a place for
myself where I can do something with-
out being sucked into the vortex of over-
load.
(lay leader, congregation Z; page 13)

The second distinction is that members
expect the organisation to take their
views into account more than volunteers
do. Each denomination has its own
polity, but members are usually involved
in governance, either directly or through
a representative.

It is important for the priest to consult
key people in the congregation when
decisions are being taken involving
financial expenditure or worship or the
organisation of the church. It’s not a
matter of the priest administering to the
people . . . the church is the people. 
(lay leader, congregation Y; page 17).

The third distinction Harris draws is that
in congregations, members have
religious expectations of the clergy that
give those clergy added authority.

People think that because [Rabbi] says
x, then x is right. 
(lay leader, congregation Z; page 17)



Volunteers may accord clergy respect
because of their leadership, but they do
not feel subject to their authority out of
religious conviction.

I would support the three distinctions
drawn by Harris and add a further three
from my own study. First, that members
have a greater sense of reciprocity than
do volunteers. That is, members see
their relationship with the congregation
as an exchange where their contribution
builds up an organisation on which they
themselves rely.

I don’t mind giving people lifts. It’s not
always convenient, but I think to myself,
‘I’ll probably need someone to do this
for me one of these days,’ and so I
keep helping.
(member, congregation C).
Second, that members have a better
overview of the work of the organisation
than volunteers and will try to make
helpful connections, whether or not it is
their ‘job’ to do so. Members seem to
show a sense of responsibility for the
organisation as a whole rather than
purely for the work they undertake.

When the Drop-in Centre is planning an
outing, I let the leader of the Ladies
Fellowship know so she doesn’t go and
book a special speaker for that after-
noon. I wouldn’t want her to have a poor
turnout if she’d planned something spe-
cial. 
(member, congregation D)

The third difference I found was that
members distinguish less between their
private and public roles than volunteers

do. The work they do for the organisation
is seen in the context of all those
aspects of their life that are involved in
church membership. This includes not
only a public commitment to the values
of the church but also family ties and
long-standing friendships.

Members come as whole people.
(lay leader, congregation D)

This part of the paper has attempted to
present differences between members
and volunteers by presenting data from
two research studies of the local
church. The next section of the paper
seeks to relate the distinctions
described above to theory on voluntary
organisations.

Discussion 
At first sight, none of the distinctions
reported seems entirely clear-cut. They
seem more a matter of degree than of
members and volunteers exhibiting
entirely different characteristics. In fact,
a valuable discussion of the Guide
Association in the first issue of this
journal (Nichols and King, 1998)
discusses the issues facing active
members (guiders) who work alongside
non-member volunteers (unit helpers).
The empirical work reported seeks the
views of paid staff and members but not
the non-member volunteers. The paper
uses the term volunteer to refer to both
members and volunteers. If these
distinctions are so fine, do they have
theoretical and practical value? This
section of the paper attempts to show
how these distinctions can be explained
and the final section discusses their
implications.
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Davis Smith (1996, page 196) suggests
that the management of volunteers is
made complex because they work in
voluntary agencies that inhabit an
ambiguous territory between the worlds
of the association and the bureaucracy.
In making this suggestion, he refers to
the theory of voluntary organisations
proposed by Billis (1993, chapter 11). 

Billis argues that bureaucracies are the
characteristic organisational form in the
private and public sectors and that
associations are characteristic of the
voluntary sector. He suggests that the
organisational worlds of the bureaucracy
and the association are reasonably well
defined and follow their own rules.
Bureaucracies and associations have
their own social hierarchies but they
organise work in very different ways.
Bureaucracies co-ordinate work
according to formal rules. Their goals
are set from the top and their work is
undertaken by paid staff. Associations
co-ordinate work in order to meet goals
set by their members. The work is

undertaken by unpaid active members
who gain a variety of non-monetary
rewards from their participation. Some
organisations in the voluntary sector
experience ambiguity and lack of clarity
about which set of rules they should
adopt because they have both
bureaucratic and associational
characteristics. Billis calls these
organisations ‘voluntary agencies’. A
diagrammatic representation of Billis’s
theory is reproduced as Figure 1.

I want to extend his model by
suggesting that paid workers are
characteristic of the bureaucratic world
and members are characteristic of the
world of associations. Weber (1991)
argued that the impersonal and impartial
nature of bureaucracy was guaranteed
by paying workers a wage and seeing
their working life as separate from their
personal life. Associations, by contrast,
are much more personal organisations
that exist to satisfy the needs of their
members as private individuals as well
as public actors. Members decide their

Bureaucratic Associational Personal
world world world

Voluntary agency

Figure 1: The worlds of the voluntary sector



own level of participation in the
organisation; the contribution they make
is not regulated by a contract. Paid
workers and members are similar in that
they both constitute the workforces of
their organisations. Without some level
of involvement from members,
associations die.

If this analogy with Billis’s model is
pursued, volunteers can be seen as
occupying an ambiguous zone which
contains some of the assumptions of
both the world of paid work and the world
of membership. Volunteers are like
members in that they participate for no
pay. Volunteers are like paid workers in
that they have to agree to participate in a
way that enables the organisation to
achieve its objectives. If a charity shop
has a number of volunteers, it can only
operate effectively if those volunteers
work the hours they have agreed to and
undertake the tasks they have been
given. They may be given more
discretion over the hours they work and
the tasks they do than a paid member of
staff would be allowed, but they must
nonetheless conform to certain
requirements if they are to be of use.
Figure 2 tries to represent this model.

If this way of explaining the concepts of
member and volunteer is accepted, then
it seems probable that the differences
between members and volunteers will
be a matter of degree rather than clear-
cut distinctions. Billis’s theory suggests
that organisations which closely fit the
definitions of bureaucracy or association
inhabit worlds where there are
reasonably clear ‘rules of the game’.
Organisations in the ambiguous zone
will adopt a variety of arrangements,
with some approximating more closely
to bureaucracies and others more
closely to associations. This variety
adds to the confusion and to the
difficulty of predicting how any particular
agency will operate. Similarly, if my
analogy is accepted, some volunteers
will be treated very like paid staff, with
job descriptions, formal training and set
hours. Other volunteers might be
expected to behave more like members,
defining the work they will undertake
and seeing how it fits into the overall
task of the organisation. The paper by
Rochester (1999) printed elsewhere in
this issue helpfully discusses the range
of settings in which volunteers may
operate and the different experiences
they may have, depending on their
setting. The local church setting
explored in this paper is predominantly
associational, and so it seems likely that
the volunteers in these settings are
being treated more like members than
paid staff. Nevertheless, distinctions
between members and volunteers are
apparent.

Returning to the distinctions set out in
the previous section of the paper, it now
seems possible to offer some tentative
explanations for them.
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The greater commitment of members
to organisational values could be seen
as signifying the fact that membership
involves joining an organisation and so
giving assent to its values. To make a
donation of time to an organisation
does not necessarily imply a
wholehearted endorsement of its
values, although some willingness to
identify with the organisation is likely.

The greater expectations of members
that their views will be taken into
account could be seen as a reflection
of the role of members in the
governance of their organisation.
Volunteers may be consulted, but their
role does not assume that they will be
involved in decision making by virtue of
their donation of unpaid work. A
volunteer might reasonably be consulted
about an issue that affected his or her
work. A member would expect to be
consulted or directly involved in any
significant organisational decision.

Harris’s observation of members’
expectations of clergy, and of the
added authority accorded to clergy, fits
with the earlier observation that
members are signing up to the values
of the organisations they join. If the
positions of authority in those
organisations are reinforced by
religious values, then it is likely that
members will accord them respect.
Volunteers who do not share those
religious values are unlikely to view
clergy in the same way.

Looking again at my own findings, I
would interpret the greater sense of

reciprocity felt by members as a signal
that their primary commitment is to the
organisation. Volunteers are more
likely to have the beneficiaries of their
work in mind rather than the purposes
of the organisation for which they work.
A membership organisation may have
no obvious beneficiaries other than the
members themselves.

My finding that members have a better
overview of the work of the
organisation than volunteers may stem
from the fact that members are more
likely to be involved in the governance
of their organisation and so be able to
see how their contribution fits into the
total mission of the organisation. Their
commitment to the success of the
organisation means that they will act
without any external prompting to make
helpful connections between different
activities.

The final distinction offered was that
members are less likely than
volunteers to distinguish between their
public and private roles. Looking again
at Billis’s model of the worlds of
voluntary organisations, one can see
that the associational world lies
between the public world of the
bureaucracy and the private world of
family life. Becoming a member of a
voluntary association is the act of a
private individual, albeit involving a
step into the public domain. By
contrast, paid work in a bureaucratic
organisation involves making a clear
distinction between one’s public and
private lives and not appropriating the
resources of one’s public position for
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private gain. It is a feature of
associations that they reflect the
private interests of their members and
enable them to gain personal benefit
from participation.

In a bureaucracy, the division of labour
between workers is decided in a
hierarchical way and dictated by the
overall purpose of the organisation.
The work done by each individual is
fixed in a contract and job description,
and there are usually some clear
expectations about the number of
hours to be worked and the work to be
undertaken. In an association, the
members usually have some say in
how the work will be divided up - the
division is not dictated by the officers of
the association. Furthermore, members
have the freedom to decide whether or
not they will respond to the
expectations of the association that
they will engage in unpaid work. The
literature reviewed earlier suggested
that it is common for there to be
substantial variations in the amount of
unpaid work contributed by different
members. Members are also free to
interpret how the work should be done
so as to meet the purposes of the
association. As the data suggested,
this lack of clear expectations about
the time to be given can lead to some
members being overloaded as well as
to some participating in a nominal way.
Volunteers seem to be subject to some
of the conventions of paid work and
some of the expectations of members.

In this part of the paper I have
attempted to reflect on the data using

Billis’s model of the worlds of voluntary
organisations. I have tried to extend his
model by analogy, suggesting that paid
work is characteristic of bureaucracies
and that membership is characteristic
of associations. Volunteering is an
essentially ambiguous form of work
that observes some of the conventions
of both paid work and membership.

Conclusion
In the discussion, I have tried to
suggest that the differences between
members and volunteers can be
explained by looking at the relationship
these two types of unpaid worker have
to the organisations they work for. This
final part of the paper seeks to explore
some of the implications of this
suggestion.

As the title of the paper suggests, I
would argue that there are worthwhile
distinctions to be made between the
role of member and volunteer and that
it is misleading to term all unpaid work
as volunteering. An association looks
for its work to be performed ‘to the
appreciation of its members’ (Klauden,
1995, page 281). An organisation that
involves volunteers has a service to
deliver and needs its unpaid workers to
conform to work disciplines that are
closer to those of the paid worker.
Thus volunteers may welcome a job
description as a means of fitting their
contribution into the work of colleagues
around them. A member may feel
insulted by a job description, regarding
it as an attempt by another member to
dictate how their unpaid work is to be
carried out. Common organisational
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tactics, such as the use of job
descriptions, cannot be applied to
unpaid workers without thinking about
the nature of the relationship between
those workers and the organisation.
If such commonplace tools of
organisational life as job descriptions
can be viewed in different ways, how
can the work of active members be
managed? Harris (1998, pages 115-
117) questions whether the term
‘management’ is appropriate for
membership organisations. Members
may be reluctant to be told what to do
and may want substantial discretion
over how they undertake their work.
They are always able to move to being
less active members without
threatening their status as members, a
factor highlighted in the literature
review at the beginning of this paper.
Furthermore, Harris points out that
there can be real problems when a
member performs incompetently work
that is crucial to the smooth running of
the organisation. Finally, there is the
sensitive issue of rewarding members
for their work. Some members are
upset if they are not thanked, others
become embarrassed if they are
thanked, feeling that the work they do
carries its own rewards. Those
organising the work of members need
to recognise each member’s
involvement in a way acceptable to that
member.

My study of local churches (Cameron,
1998) showed that the way in which
work was organised depended upon
the way in which power was distributed
in the organisation. In some

congregations, the clergy could ask
members to undertake work, in others
a vote of the whole membership was
required before work could be initiated.
It was the constitution (written or more
often unwritten) that determined the
distribution of power, which in turn
governed the way in which work was
organised. Attempts to become ‘more
businesslike’ were usually resisted as
alien to the ethos of the church.
Organising the work of members
seemed to require a thorough
knowledge of the constitution and an
ability to interpret it sensitively.

These points contrast with the world of
paid work, where management is
accepted as the means of organising
work. A paid worker would expect a
certain amount of direction from
managers. They would be recruited
because of their competence for the
work and be held to account if they
performed incompetently. Whilst non-
monetary recognition is part of
managing paid staff effectively, paid
workers have their wages as
compensation for their efforts. 

Managing the work of volunteers again
seems to be a blend of both these sets
of expectation. I would endorse
Rochester’s argument (1999) that the
work of volunteers can be organised in
a number of ways, some akin to
membership and some to paid work.
Nevertheless, I would argue that the
need for volunteers to conform in some
respect to the requirements of the work
as determined by the organisation will
set them apart in some ways from
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members.

If my argument is accepted, it follows
that there are likely to be difficulties - or
at least the potential for confusion -
when paid staff, volunteers and
members work alongside each other. In
voluntary agencies, conflicts between
paid workers and volunteers are
common (Volunteer Centre UK, 1990).
Local churches that engage in
programmes for the benefit of their
local communities will often have all
three types of worker engaged in the
same programme. There may be one
paid person co-ordinating the
programme and overseeing the work of
a group of volunteers, some of whom
are also church members. If the
different roles are not clearly defined,
conflicts may arise as a result of the
expectations each type of worker has
of the others. Church members may
expect paid staff to become exemplary
church members. Paid staff may
expect members to behave as
volunteers and conform to the needs of
the programme rather than regulate
their own participation. Volunteers may
resent the way in which church
members express their views about the
appropriateness of the programme and
how it fits into the broader mission of
the church.

In practice, it may not be possible to
reconcile these overlapping
expectations, but it may help those
involved to see that unpaid work is not
all of one kind and that different
relationships with an organisation may
result in different behaviour. It may not

be possible to resolve the tensions that
occur when paid staff, volunteers and
members work alongside each other,
but the tensions can be handled more
creatively when the differences are
acknowledged as legitimate.

The value of unpaid work to society is
being increasingly recognised and
valued. If that unpaid contribution is to
be sustained, it is helpful to have
theoretical distinctions between
different types of unpaid worker so that
the organisations they work for can
develop relationships that draw an
appropriate balance between the
bureaucratic and associational models.
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